
Special Interest Meetings

Council has decided that, henceforth, applications for Special Interest Meeting
funding will be considered twice a year, at the start of June and the start of De-
cember. As before, applications should be submitted at least six months before
the proposed meeting. For the next round, applications should be submitted to
the Secretary at Secretary@austms.org.au by 1 December 2011.

For the next financial year, $25 000 will be potentially available to fund Special
Interest Meetings, with a normal maximum of $6000 per meeting. Further details
and an application form can be obtained from the Secretary.

News from the Annual General Meeting

The Society’s 55th Annual Meeting was held recently at the University of Wollon-
gong. The Director, Associate Professor David Pask, his team of local organisers
and the Program Committee, led by the Vice-President (Annual Conferences),
were responsible for a very successful conference.

The following matters from the meeting are provided here for the information of
those who could not attend. The draft minutes of the AGM will be placed in the
members’ section of the Society’s website.

(1) Council has conferred Honorary Membership of the Society on Professor
A.J. Guttmann FAA FAustMS, in recognition of his outstanding work for
the Society and for mathematics in Australia.

(2) The Australian Mathematical Society Medal for 2011 was awarded to Dr
Todd Oliynyk of Monash University and the Gavin Brown Prize for 2011
was awarded to Professor Neil Trudinger and Professor Xu-Jia Wang of the
Australian National University.

(3) The 2011 B.H. Neumann Prize was awarded to James Wan of the University
of Newcastle for his talk entitled Legendre Polynomials and Ramanujan-like
series for 1/π.

Three student talks were given honourable mentions. These were talks by
• Nicholas Beaton (MASCOS/ University of Melbourne),
• Alexander Hanysz (University of Adelaide),
• Robyn Stuart (University of New South Wales).

(4) The Early Career Workshop, organised by Bronwyn Hajek, Stephan Till-
mann and Natalie Thamwattana on 24–25 September, was a great success.
The workshop next year will be held from 22–23 September.
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(5) It was confirmed that the 56th Annual Meeting of the Society in 2012 will be
held at the University of Ballarat from Monday 24 September to Thursday
27 September 2012, with Associate Professor D. Yost as Director.

It was provisionally determined that the 57th Annual Meeting of the Society
will be held from Monday 30 September to Thursday 3 October 2013 at the
University of Sydney, with Associate Professor L. Paunescu as Director.

Council has given in-principle support to a joint meeting with the New Zea-
land Mathematical Society in 2014. The teaching periods at New Zealand
universities make a late September meeting infeasible for such a joint meet-
ing, so Council has agreed that an early December meeting should be ex-
plored.

(6) Council set an upper limit of $500 for student grants to attend the 56th
Annual Meeting of the Society. As in 2011, applications will need to be sub-
mitted to the Secretary at least two weeks before the start of the conference.

(7) Council has approved the creation within the Society of a new Special In-
terest Group, the Australian and New Zealand Association of Mathematical
Physics (ANZAMP), with a view to it subsequently becoming a Division.

(8) The Annual General Meeting was informed of discussion about a potential
Special Interest Group for women in mathematics. Council subsequently
invited a proposal to be developed and submitted to it for approval.

(9) Council decided that the Society should offer the unit Effective Teaching, Ef-
fective Learning in the Quantitative Disciplines, which is a unit on tertiary
mathematics teaching developed with funding from the Australian Learn-
ing and Teaching Council. The course materials are hosted on the Society’s
website and ongoing curriculum and assessment will be managed by the So-
ciety’s Standing Committee on Mathematics Education. A further proposal,
to grant accreditation as a Teaching Member of the Society for those mem-
bers of the Society successfully completing the unit and meeting additional
criteria, is still under consideration by Council.

(10) Council held further discussions on proposals to change the constitution to
facilitate broader free membership for students and to make other appropri-
ate changes. It is hoped that members will be asked to approve changes in
the first half of 2012. As a further interim measure, Council resolved that
existing student members of the Society who remain students in 2012 will
be entitled to free membership in 2012.

(11) As part of a collection of steps to increase high quality submissions to the
Society’s journals, Council has decided in principle to establish a prize for the
best paper published in its journals. The Editors are to prepare a detailed
proposal for future consideration by Council.

(12) Council decided to continue the suspension of the Program Review Scheme,
pending better understanding of the developing role in degree quality and
standards assessment of the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Agen-
cy (TEQSA). No further university programs will be reviewed for the time
being but existing accreditations can be renewed on request.
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(13) It was resolved at the Annual General Meeting that the President of the Soci-
ety should write to the Australian Research Council suggesting that it should
use MathSciNet to shadow SCOPUS data on citations in mathematics.

Peter Stacey
AustMS Secretary

E-mail: P.Stacey@latrobe.edu.au
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